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Abstract 
Although the importance of the signalling perfonnance of A TM networks has been 
recognized as a potential bottleneck (Gelenbe, 1997a), very few papers address the 
congestion situation in switches due to signalling message flow. 
In this paper the overload generated by signalling message flow in ATM networks 
is investigated by measurements and simulation. The results obtained by 
measurements ••• on a university campus network highlight the strong influence of 
call attempts arriving in a burst on setup time, and fonn a basis for the simulation 
model. We simulate the flow of call establishment messages to estimate the queue 
lengths of signalling messages at access and intennediate nodes, the call blocking 
probability of different traffic classes and the average round trip time delay (RIT) 
of connection establishment in two cases with or without wide-band Blocked Call 
Queueing (BCQ). 
In B-ISDN the call blocking probability (CBP) of wide-band (WB) calls is much 
higher than that of narrow-band (NB) calls'. The introduction of queueing the WB 
calls rather than reject is going to reduce the CBP of WB calls, at the expense of a 
small increase in setup time and an increase in CBP of NB calls. The signalling 
overload associated with WB BCQ and questions related to grade of service are 
also investigated. The main contribution of the second part of this paper is to show, 
that the WB BCQ mechanism does not cause congestion of signalling message 
flow at the network level, when it is applied for moderate overload conditions. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Very few academic and industrial papers have appeared in the field of ATM 
signalling perfonnance evaluation until now. (Gelenbe, 1997a) and (Gelenbe, 
1997b) argue that congestion can occur at the nodes due to request messages 
themselves, involving path selection, routing and call establishment. In addition, it 
offers a simplified analytical model to obtain the call blocking probabilities. 
Signalling perfonnance measurements on A TM switches are in focus in the A TM 
Forum. Automated test cases for perfonnance testing addressed the following 
aspects of UN! signalling layer: limits test, burst measurements, latency test and 
endurance test (AF-SIG, 1997). The proposed test suite is a full automated testing 
solution. The test suite will be responsible to test some performance aspect of UN! 
signalling (first UN! 3.0, UN! 3.1, Q.2931, then UN!4.0 and PNNI). 
In this paper the overload generated by signalling message flow in ATM networks 
is investigated by measurements and simulation. Our aim is to give an estimate of 
the RTf delay, and CBP and to determine the signalling CPU processing queue 
length at each node (access and backbone) as function of different signalling 
traffic load and network topology. For simulation we use some similar assumptions 
as (Gelenbe, 1997a). In addition to that, we have implemented the BCQ 
mechanism for wide-band calls and investigated the RTf delay, the CBP, not only 
the queue lengths, while using different topologies and signalling CPU speed. 
Section 2 presents signalling performance measurement results on some 
commercial A TM switches. The results obtained from measurements are 
incorporated into the simulation model. Section 3 motivates the introduction of 
queueing of blocked wide-band calls at the access nodes of the broadband 
network, rather than simply accept or reject them. The simulation model is given in 
Section 4, and comparative results are shown to highlight the difference between 
the two mechanisms, with or without wide-band BCQ in terms of RTf delay, CBP 
and queue lengths. It is shown that for moderate overload conditions, call queueing 
of wide-band blocked calls achieves a substantial reduction in the loss probability 
at the expense of a small call establishment delay. Section 5 draws some 
conclusions. Finally, the Appendix presents an extension of the UN! signalling 
protocol in order to support this new B-ISDN supplementary service at the user
network interface, called Blocked Call Queueing. 

2. SIGNALLING PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TEST RESULTS 
The aim of this section is to show by measurements the overload generated by 
signalling messages on commercial ATM switches. The testing configuration is 
very simple, one isolated ATM switch connected to a tester (as calling user) and to 
an other terminal equipment (called party). To emphasise the signalling overload in 
the A TM switches, we have chosen a switch with a slow CPU service rate. The 
limits, latency and burst testing results are shown in Table 2.1 and Figure 2.1 a), b). 
Table 2.1 presents the RTf delay for the first and last successful connections 
establishment within a burst and the average RTf delay is also determined, for a 
burst containing subsequently 10, 20, ... , 100 SETUP messages. We have 
measured the total processing time, and monitored the number of successful and 
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rejected calls. Because of T303 timer expiry, some SETUP messages have been 
retransmitted for a burst containing more than 30 SETUP messages. Except the last 
two columns, the results are obtained for the standard values specified in (AF-UNI, 
1996). T303 and T310 are two timers at the UNI interface and are shown in detail 
in Figure A.l. in the Appendix. It is important to see that for the shortest path 
possible (only two links) the RTf delay is of the order of seconds when having 
bursty arrivals. 

Table 2.1. Burst and limits measurement test results. Note: n.v. = not valid 
(because of the testing equipment limits we could not obtain valid results here) 

#of RIT delay Ims] #of Total #of T303 increased 
initiated (between Setup and Connect) resent proc. reject from 4 sec to 100 
Setup in First Last Average Setup time ed Total Reject 
a burst: conn conn. RIT msg Ims] msg. proc. t. msg. 

10 405 2414 1705 0 3238 0 3271 0 
20 596 4819 2998 0 4994 0 5003 0 
30 425 4269 6418 5 6823 5 6850 5 
40 822 10684 6364 13 11 341 11 8600 10 
50 886 9840 4505 4 15330 9 11500 11 
70 609 14912 7950 6 23250 33 16390 13 
80 n.v. n.v. n.v. n.v. 50000 50 30000 30 
100 n.v. n.v. n.v. n.v. 65000 70 30000 42 

The line 50 shows some anomalies. Then line 80 and 100 face a huge number of 
refused connection, but we could not capture the detailed time stamps, because of 
the tester's buffer capacity limits. The total processing time is longer than T303 
and T310 expiry time, that causes some of the retransmissions and rejected calls. 
For a burst of 100 initiated calls, the number of successful calls increase to 70 
when we increase the values of timers T303 and T310 high above the standard 
values (not figured in Table 2.1). Even though we still have 30% rejected calls. 
This happens because of buffer overflow in the processing queue of the signalling 
CPU. 
Figure 2.1 a) shows that the RTf delay of a call establishment increases linearly 
with the number of open connections (the presented values are obtained for user-
one switch--user configuration). Figure 2.1 b) shows that the influence of a bursty 
signalling arrival on the RTf delay is much stronger than that of the number of 
open connections. E.g., the lOth SETUP message within a burst suffers five times 
longer delay than the first one. We can easily calculate the average service time of 
the tested switch's CPU, being 1/1l = 100 ms. 
Some other commercial A TM switches showed lower signalling CPU service time 
(I/Il = 20,33 and 50 ms). These later three results are used in the simulation model 
in Section 4. The measurement results shown here highly motivated the 
investigation of signalling performance by simulation on the network level. 
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Figure 2.1. (a) The average RTf delay of a new call establishment when we 
increase the number of active connections from 0 to 100; (b) The average RTf 
delays for each of the call establishment messages within a burst of 10, having 
different number of open connections 

3. QUEUEING OF BLOCKED WB CALLS AT THE ACCESS NODE 
Since A TM is the switching and multiplexing technology of Broadband Integrated 
Services Digital Networks (B-ISDN's), it is essential for its signalling system that 
it supports the co-existence of narrow- and wide band services. B-ISDN's have 
been traditionally modelled on the call scale by the theory of multi-rate loss 
networks (Ross, 1995). A call request requiring a certain amount of bandwidth 
between a given originating - destination pair is blocked and disappears from the 
system if sufficient resources are not available at the time the call request arrives to 
the network, see e.g. (Ritter, 1994) and (Chung, 1993). Adopting this rule to a 
multi-rate environment with a large difference in bandwidth requirements between 
traffic classes implies that calls requiring a large amount of bandwidth will 
experience a much higher blocking probability than calls requiring only a small 
amount of bandwidth. By applying either trunk reservation or class limitation it is 
possible to level out the blocking probabilities. However, in most cases, the 
disadvantage put on the narrow-band traffic is much bigger than the advantage 
obtained for the wide-band traffic, because network utilisation is inherently low at 
multi-rate pure loss networks, when request sizes may differ with orders of 
magnitude, as it has been shown in e.g. (Sykas, 1991). 
The effect of repeated call attempts appears in telephony too, numerous traffic 
measurements and theoretical investigations were made, see (Elldin, 1967), (Le 
Gall, 1973), (Gosztony, 1975) and the bibliography attached to them. Measure
ments showed that several time periods related to the retFated call phenomenon are 
not exponentially distributed. On the 6th and 7 International Teletraffic 
Congresses several other papers were presented on this field. Finally, a quite recent 
paper opened the subject of call queueing in circuit switched network (Berezner, 
1996). In this paper we are interested only on a part of the repeated calls, when 
rejection is caused by congestion in the network. In such a case, according to our 
proposal, there is no need of any action by the calling party. 
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Since with an advanced signalling protocol it may be possible to allow calls 
requiring a large amount of bandwidth to wait in a queue until resources become 
available, there is a hope to significantly reduce the blocking probabilities of these 
calls. These types of systems constitute an important generalisation of the pure loss 
systems and have already been studied in the literature as "mixed delay and loss" 
or "mixed queueing and loss" systems. In particular, numerical examples indicate 
that per-class blocking probabilities of wide band services decrease at the expense 
of a short delay during call set up and a slight increase of narrow band service class 
blocking. It is concluded that letting wide band calls to queue can decrease wide 
band blocking and increase network revenue and thus advantageous for both users 
and network operators (Szekely, 1996), (Fodor, 1999). In fact, these papers do not 
take into account the effect of signalling message flows and secondly, they look at 
a rather small network only (4 node fully connected network). 
The queueing of wide~band calls has been found as being efficient at the access 
node of the network, but it requires enhancement of the Call Admission Control 
(CAC) function to queue the unsuccessful wide-band calls. The Blocked Call 
Queueing mechanism holds some blocked calls by storing their signalling 
information in a buffer at the access ATM switch. These calls will be later 
connected when network resources become available. 

Accessrme 
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Figure 3.2 Successful call establishment with Blocked Call Queueing (simplified) 

In case that a wide-band call attempt arrives to the access node of the network, the 
CAC function tests whether the network resources are available and proceeds 
either with resource allocation or the unsuccessful call joins the waiting queue. 
It is not trivial to determine which mechanism is better: to retry after "d" delay 
(according to the mean holding time of call type "t", MHT,.) or get feedback from 
the network first, then proceed again. We are mainly interested in the signalling 
overload it generates on intermediate and access nodes and particularly its effect on 
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the RTf delay. We assume here out-of-band signalling, and that signalling channel 
(VCI=5) is never congested (but it may create overload on the signalling CPU's 
and suffer long delays). 
As a solution for Blocked Call Queueing we have been using the existing UN! and 
public NNI protocols. A simplified example is given in Figure 3.2, when a call is 
blocked at the first attempt somewhere in the network because of unavailable 
resources on a link, rejected, then queued at the access node, waiting for a certain 
time and finally it succeeds at the second trial. The CALL QUEUED message and 
the T3xx timer are not part of the standard UN! specification (ITU-T, 1994), but an 
extension of that, which is described in the Appendix. 
To indicate the best algorithm for re-sending the SETUP message after the blocked 
call has been queued, is subject of further investigations. Hence, we assume that 
these messages are retransmitted within a 'd' delay as many times as necessary 
until success, i.e. a positive acknowledgement (CONNECT message) arrives back 
to the source. 
We assume here a preventive control at each node, by regUlating the admission of 
new calls into the network according to their required equivalent bandwidth. The 
difference between the total and used capacity on the outgoing link has to be 
compared to the capacity of the new call C( a). The new call is rejected if: 

3Xk E lln(i, j): Cavailable(Xt) = Ctotal(X k) - Cu"iXk) < C(a), 'Vn = 1,2, ... ,N 

where: X k = link k, 7rn (i, j) = nth path between source i and destination j 

C(a) = capacity of call a, c .... ,Axk )= L""x. C(a) 

Ctotal(X k) = total capacity of link k, N = number of retrials 

According to our assumptions, if a narrow-band call is rejected, that is lost. In case 
of a rejected wide-band call, that is queued at the access node. At a possible next 
trial a new path is searched again for that call. The round trip time delay of this 
wide-band call (RTl) is bounded by: 

N 

Te";in(i, j) ~ RIT(i, j) ~ L(Te~t(i, j) + dalt,n) ~ T3xx + Te,,;in(i, j) 
n=1 

where: dalt,n = time spent in the access queue at the ntll retrial, 
Ttst(i,j)= call establishment time on one specific path, 
T3xx= time-out value of the BCQ timer 

The capacity check is inherently a sequential process. If we assume that all nodes 
have the same service rate (Jl) and we count each message transmission, reception 
and processing as a delay unit, it introduces a time delay which is linear with the 
length of the path (41rn(i,j)= number of nodes in the path "n"). In most practical 
network, this linear time cost is not critical since the diameter of the network is 
kept bounded by the topology design because of end-to-end considerations, 
However, in principle if the end-to-end paths are excessively long, this linear time 
cost may be a delay bottleneck in the process of the call setup, e.g.: 

1) 20 nodes in the path, when l/Jl=5Oms for nodes, no queue -+ RTF=2 sec; 
2) 20 nodes, lIJl=50ms, but avg. queue length=20 -+ RTF=40 sec> T3JfF30 sec! 
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The expected value ofthe RTI for a wide-band call is given by, 

R1T(i, j) = E(T..,(i, j» = T.';in(i, j). (1- Pmain (i, j» + dall,l + 

+ 1'.~I,I(i, j). (1- Pall,l (i, j» +dall,2 + ... 
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where: Pmain (i,j) = probability of unsuccessful call establishment on the main 
path between nodes i and j 

Palt,,(iJ) = probability of unsuccessful call establishment on the alternative 
path "r" between nodes i andj, if the main path is blocked. 
For simplification, let us consider: 

1'.';in (i, j) = T:':I,r(i, j) = T(i, j) and P"",in (i, j) = Pall,r(i, j) = Po, r = 1,2, ... , N 
N 

Then it results: R1T(i, j) = T(i, j). N . (1- Po) + Ldall,r 
r=1 

The T( i,j) depends on the processing speed of signalling CPU on each switch, the 
signalling traffic load in the network, the number of switches in the path, the 
channel bit rate and the message format (e.g. the DTL information element in 
PNNI protocol is a source of overhead). While using 155Mbps optical interfaces 
we can neglect the dependency on the channel bit rate. Further on, if PkZ is 
defined as the call blocking probability on the link k directed from node Z, 

PO=P""'in(i,j)=I- II (l-PkZ) 
X ,e ""'in _ palh (i ,j) 

To find the probabilities PkZ for all nodes is a problem, If all links in the backbone 
have the same CBP, PBB as well as all links from the external network have P'XI' 
and E(L(7r,,(i,j))) is the average length of the path, moreover if PBB= PUI = p, then: 
Po = 1- (1- p)E(L(1f n (i,j))) 

The average number of calls on the link k directed from node Z is: 
EkZ(m) = P/cZ(l- P/cZ), then 

T(i, j) = 2· LE/cZ(m). Ek(T) =.!:. LE/cZ(m), while 
X,emain_patlJ(i,j) J1 X.emain_patlJ(i,j) 

1 
dall =d=-'p'(1-po)' r=1,2, ... ,N 

,r J1 

where p=A/Jl is the utilisation of one access node. The above formulas are even 
more complicated if we consider different CBP for different types of calls. 
Instead of considering the average RTI delay it may be more appropriate to 
consider the maximum delay, which is the delay experienced by an arrival to the 
queue that finds (m-I) queued calls in the node. The grade of service (GoS) 
requirement is stated in terms of both the loss probability and the call 
establishment delay, Queueing will therefore be beneficial if the maximum setup 
delay satisfies the GoS requirements, The distribution of the maximum delay at a 
node is a gamma distribution with parameters (1IJl, m-I). The expected value of 
the maximum delay (in a node) is (m-l)/Jl and the variance is (m-l)/Jl2 . The 
variance is thus very small for a range of parameters under consideration and the 
maximum delay is very close to its expectation. Call queueing will therefore be 
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beneficial if R1T < dGoS, the maximum delay for an acceptable service. So the 
timer T3x.t (see Appendix) has to be defined as being equal to dcos. 

4. THE SIMULATION MODEL 
We simulate the call set-up phase of the ATM connection and the flow of call 
establishment messages in order to estimate the queue lengths of signalling 
messages at the ATM switches, the RTf delay and the CBP of different types of 
calls. In addition we simulate the WB BCQ mechanism (see Section 3) and 
compare the two methods (with and without WB BCQ). 

4.1. Simulation overview 
Our evaluation is concerned with the load due to message processing by the nodes 
in the network. Therefore, we will focus on the number of messages which need to 
be processed for establishing and terminating a call, and the manner in which these 
messages are exchanged and routed is particularly relevant. The tested topology is 
a ring topology, with a core and an access network, where we can modify the 
number of nodes in the network. Despite of this, the topology used in (Gelenbe, 
1997a) consisted of 100 nodes in a 10*10 mesh topology, where all link capacities 
were 45Mbps, and the call establishment message was processed in 30ms at each 
node. The processing of a call of type "t" from the source node "i" to destination 
node "j" with bandwidth requirement C,( a) is similar in both cases, but we focus 
on more parameters and in addition we have implemented the WB BCQ 
mechanism. Moreover, the measurement results presented in Section 2 are 
incorporated into our simulation model. 
Paths may have different lengths, and L( tr,,( iJ)) is the length of the nIh path between 
i andj. Because of the given ring topology (see Figure 4.1), the average length of 
the path is E(L(tr,,(i,j)))< 4 in the total network, while it is E(L(tr,,(iJ)))< 2 in the 
backbone network. A call establishment means a subsequent flow of SETUP and 
CONNECT messages travelling up and down the path. Hence, a new call attempt 
generates 2 * E(L(tr,,(iJ))) messages in the backbone network. For the sake of 
simplicity we use a very generic signalling protocol, generating only 4 types of 
basic messages: SETUP, CONNECT, RELEASE and RELEASE COMPLETE 
(RLC). 
If the call is successfully established, then the bandwidth is reserved for the 
holding time of the call. Upon termination, the bandwidth is released at each link 
by a message which travels up the path, from source to destination, and the 
network state table is then updated. 
We have "n" nodes fully interconnected in the backbone of the ATM network, and 
"n*m" switches on the external network, connected via double homing. We can 
specify the capacity of each link separately, and if one link does not exist, we can 
simply assume that the specified link's capacity is zero. In our case, we considered 
4, 5, 6 or 8 switches in the backbone network fully interconnected by 310 Mbps 
links, and each switch-pair has 4 external nodes connected by 155 Mbps links to 
the backbone. 
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There are three types of traffic classes and two scenarios (see Table 4.1). The call 
arrivals are generated using Poisson distribution, and the source-destination pairs 
are selected by uniform distribution. 
The 'wait and retry' mechanism can be simply implemented in different ways, e.g. 
a separate queue for blocked calls, different priorities for different types of calls, 
etc. (Fodor, 1997). Our node model is very simple, it has only one queue and one 
processor per node. We assume static, alternate routing and there are no restrictions 
about the length of the processing call queues. 

4.2. Simulation results 
The following figures highlight some of the simulation results. As a first result we 
obtained is as follows: the shorter the mean holding time of calls, the larger the 
bandwidth that is supported by the network. Secondly, the higher the signalling 
processor speed, the lower the RTT delay of connection setup and higher the 
bandwidth limit. The specific RTT delays obtained here confirmed the 
measurement results of Section 2. The minimum RTT delay is given by 2 * the 
average length of the path * the average service time of the nodes. 
Figure 4.1 (a) shows the average queue length of backbone nodes for 3 types of 
service rate, when increasing the number of call attempts in the network. The 
bandwidth requirements of connections are given very small to avoid link 
congestion. The higher the service rate, the smaller the buffer occupancy for the 
same load. In Figure 4.1 (b) the average backbone queue lengths are presented, 
when we have a given service rate (l/1l=30ms) and different number of backbone 
nodes. As we increase the network load above 25 callS/sec, in the configuration 
with 4 backbone nodes the service time of individual nodes is longer than the 
interarrival time of incoming calls, then their queues grows rapidly. 
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Figure 4.1 (a) Effect of the service time and (b) number of backbone nodes on the 
queue lenght 

The backbone can not carry out the generated load, and congestion of signalling 
messages occurs. To avoid congestion for the same load, we can increase the 
number of backbone nodes, thus distributing the load to more switches and 
reducing the queue length. One solution for this problem is to increase the number 
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of the backbone switches. If we increase the number of backbone switches from 4 
to 5, 6 or 8 (fully interconnected), the load will be distributed and the probability 
of the congestion decreases. The differences become important starting from 
medium signalling load (20 calls/sec), e.g. while the average queue length at the 
backbones is 10 having 4 nodes, it decreases to 1 for 8 nodes in the backbone. So a 
bottleneck having less speedy switches can be diluted by increasing their number 
in the backbone network. In the rest of the configurations we have mixed traffic. 
The network load is increased from low (O.lcallslsec) to high (33callS/sec). All 
nodes have the same service time (l/J,l=3Oms). The network topology is the same, 
using 6 nodes in the backbone. We can re-scale the x-axis (network load) to 
relative scales. 

P = Pnode = Anode =_1_. ~elWOrk = 30. 10-3 sec' [0.OO ... 33.33~· 4~ = [0.00 ... 0.67] 
Pnode Pnode 6 6 

Three traffic classes are specified: narrow-band class (lMbps), medium-band class 
(lOMbps) and wide-band class. Two scenarios are chosen (see Table 4.1). 

Table 4.1. Traffic classes and their distribution 

Call Mean Scenario 1 Scenario 2 
Type Holding Call type Link occu- Call type Link occu-

[Mbps] Time [sec] distribution [%] pancy [%] distribution [%] pancy [%] 
1 100 89 33 70 8 
10 10 9 33 20 23 
60 2 2 33 10 69 

In scenario 1 the average link capacity is uniformly distributed between the three 
types of calls. As a result we have 89% narrow-band calls and only 2% wide-band 
calls. In scenario 2 the number of wide-band calls is increased, so it constitutes 
10% of the total call attempt. The mean holding time for the WB calls is relatively 
short (2 sec). The maximum waiting time for a blocked wide-band call is set to 
T3xx=30 sec. Only WB call are queued, the other two classes are rejected 
immediately when network resources are not available for that specific call. The 
queue length of the access nodes has an average of less than 1 for both scenarios 
(see Figure 4.2 (a), (b». 
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Figure 4.2 Access and backbone queue lengths for mixed traffic and two scenarios 
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The simulation results are obtained for 95% confidence intervals. The average 
queue length of the backbone nodes increases to order of 10th for p=0.67 (high 
load). Neither in scenario 1, nor in scenario 2 the WB BCQ mechanism does not 
have any impact on the queue length of access and backbone nodes. However the 
queue length is less than 20 for even a high signalling load, one can address 
schemes to trigger recovery actions (e.g. re-sending REL messages if the 
correspondent RLC message was not received, because of buffer overflow). 
Figures 4.3 (a)-(c) show that for the given scenarios the CBP of narrow-band calls 
(lMbps) is not deteriorated by applying the WB BCQ mechanism. The CBP of 
wide-band calls (60Mbps) drops from 0.8 to 0.5 %, respectively 5.5 to 1.9 % at the 
expense of a small increase in CBP of medium-band calls, that increases from 0.62 
to 0.8 %, respectively from 1.7 to 3%. 
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Figure 4.3 (a)-(c) Call blocking probability of narrow-band, medium-band and 
wide-band calls (d) The average RTf delay for all class of calls 

When only 2% of the total calls requires wide-band capacity (scenario 1) the 
average RTf delay does not change significantly when using WB BCQ. When the 
WB calls form 10% of the total offered calls, the average RTf delay slightly 
increases. At a high traffic load (p=O.67) the RTf delay is still acceptable, however 
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the difference between the two curves (with and without BCQ) is equal to the value 
of RTf for a low traffic (400 ms). 
For a low traffic load, the RTf delay is 400ms for the given topology (the avg. 
length of the path = 4 nodes, and using switches with 1IJ..L=3Oms). That means the 
specific RTf delay/node = approx. lOOms. While at high load conditions 
RTf/node increases to 400ms with, respectively 300ms without WB BCQ. Hence, 
real size networks (less than 20 nodes in a path) will have approx. 6-8 sec RTf 
delay. That satisfies the grade of service requirements. We conclude that WB BCQ 
is most beneficial when p=[0.5 ... 0.67]. When p < 0.5, the BCQ mechanism is not 
needed, while for overload conditions (p > 0.67) this mechanism is not effective. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper the overload generated by signalling message flow in A TM networks 
was investigated by measurements and simulation. The results obtained by 
measurements for point-to-point connections showed the strong influence of call 
attempts arriving in a burst on setup time. By simulation we estimated the 
performance parameters on the network level, namely the queue lengths of 
signalling messages, the call blocking probability of different traffic classes and the 
average round trip time delay of connection establishment in both cases with or 
without wide-band Blocked Call Queueing. We have given an analytical method to 
compute the RTf delay. The signalling overload associated with WB BCQ and 
questions related to grade of service were also investigated. Finally we have 
shown, that the WB BCQ mechanism does not cause congestion of signalling 
message flow at the network level, when it is applied for moderate overload 
conditions. The implementation of WB BCQ was very simple, no complexity 
problems appeared (see Appendix). We plan to investigate in the future the 
implications of ABR connections setup and point-to-multipoint calls setup on the 
network level. 
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APPENDIX. SIGNALLING CAPABILITIES NEEDED TO SUPPORT 
WIDEBAND BLOCKED CALL QUEUEING AT THE UNI 
This section extends the ITU-T Recommendation Q.2931 for point-ta-point 
signalling protocol to support blocked call queueing capability. As shown below, 
the first message sent by the user to the network for call establishment (SETUP 
message) needs an extension to support blocked call queueing service. This and 
some other extensions of the current signalling protocol Q.2931 necessary to 
support blocked call queueing are as follows: a new message (CALL QUEUED), a 
new timer (T3xx), a new information element (BCQ IE) and a new state (U*). 
Blocked call queueing service can be requested by the calling user's application 
process. In this case the signalling layer sends a SETUP message across the UNI, 
which contains the desired Blocked Call Queueing information element (BCQ IE). 
The network access node may ignore the BCQ IE if that information element is of 
no interest or that service is not implemented. When the service is implemented but 
there are not enough resources available in the network, the calling party is notified 
by a CALL QUEUED message that its call has been set in a waiting queue at the 
first node of the network. This CALL QUEUED message is sent to the caller only 
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in the case when he has asked previously for it by BCQ IE. This call is either 
served within a given time limit or removed from the queue by the calling party 
when Blocked Call Queueing timer T3xx expires. The Finite State Machine graph 
at the user side of the UNI in Figure A.l gives a detailed description about all the 
possible scenarios. The timer T3xx is used on the user side. The network side FSM 
graph is very similar and is not shown here because of lack of space. 
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Figure A. I. Partial FSM graph of Q.2931 with the new BeQ state (user side) 
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